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Abstract—The increasing number of information systems modeling formalisms raises several problems such as data integration or data exchange. To address these problems, several meta-modeling systems have been proposed. However, few of them use a database as a back-end repository in order to offer a persistent solution for addressing over sized models. Yet, with the growing size of data manipulated in information systems, there is a need to exploit databases properties like scalability and querying capabilities. In this paper, we present persistent meta-modeling systems with their meta-modeling capabilities. We show that these systems support the definition of structural and descriptive semantics of models, but they can not express the behavioral semantics of models. Therefore, the aim of our work is to combine benefits of classic modeling systems, typically their capability to express behavioral semantics of models elements, together with advantages of databases i.e. their scalability and querying capabilities. Our approach focuses on the capability to dynamically introduce new operators that could be exploited by model-based databases exploitation languages. In particular, such operators could be implemented with an external program stored outside the database, or with a web service. As a consequence of this extension, we will be able to perform model transformations in database, trigger web services from relational databases, information exchange and data integration could be also supported in a persistent context.

I. INTRODUCTION

Several modeling techniques and/or notations are currently used in models design. UML for object-oriented software engineering and made generally for system design, BPMN for business process specification or Entity-Relationship for database modeling are some examples of such modeling techniques and notations. The diversity of such model notations raises two major problems: data integration of multiple models and data exchange between models. Addressing these problems requires the manipulation of models as primary objects. As a consequence, many model management systems (MMS) have been developed during the last two decades [1], [2], [3], [4]. These systems handle not only models and data, but also meta-models specifying the structure of these models, and support model manipulations. When these systems are equipped with operators for models processing (embedded in an exploitation language), model manipulations become possible. However, current MMS present two limitations. (1) Most existing MMS do not use a database to store all the data. Therefore, only models and data that fit in memory can be handled by these MMS. Yet many domains such as e-commerce or engineering produce over sized models and data. Thus, a major challenge is to efficiently manipulate models describing large data sets. (2) The supported operators for model management and the definition of the structural and behavioral semantics of model elements are often provided by external tools using a given specific technology. Yet these operators may pre-exist in the MMS and thus there is a need to be able to integrate them even if they are implemented with various technologies (e.g., as web services or stored procedures). To tackle these two challenges, our work proposes to use a persistent solution within database systems. More precisely, the solution we suggest is based on the OntoDB/OntoQL meta-modeling system. OntoDB is a model-based database with a prototype implemented on the PostgreSQL Database Management System (DBMS) as back-end repository. If this system supports the structural manipulation of data, models and meta-models through its associated language OntoQL, the definition of the behavior of models elements is not yet supported. Consequently, this system is not complete (in the computational sense) and needs to be extended in order to support the expression of behavioral semantics (e.g. operations, constraints, expressions, derivations, etc.). Since this system supports the manipulation of models through its meta-modeling capabilities, this extension will complement the OntoDB/OntoQL meta-modeling system and will allow us to process models in order to achieve operations such as model transformations, data integration, constraints checking, etc. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a running example. Section III presents requirements for a complete meta-modeling system. Section IV exposes classic meta-modeling systems using the running example presented in section II. Section V addresses persistent meta-modeling systems. It presents model-based databases and their associated exploitation languages. The same section introduces the OntoDB/OntoQL persistent meta-modeling system (PMMS) on which our approach is based. It describes how this system supports the storage and the manipulation of meta-models, models and instances in the same database. Then we show, through an example, the limitations of this platform to define the behavior of models elements. Based on this motivating example, section VI presents our research agenda together with our approach of extending persistent meta-modeling systems and the expected results. Finally, Section VII is devoted to a conclusion.
II. A Running Example

As a running example, let’s consider the simplified OWL meta-model presented in figure 1. The structural definition of this meta-model is the following. It defines three entities OWLProperty, OWLClass and UnionClass with different attributes. An OWLClass may have many OWL properties and many super classes. The UnionClass entity inherits from the OWLClass entity and is linked to several OWLClass through the unionOf attribute. This meta-model has also a behavioral semantics. In particular a UnionClass is an OWLClass that is derived from the union of several classes. This class may become a super class of the classes that it unifies and its instances can be computed from the instances of these classes. Using this example, the two next sections review existing MMS and show their limitations.

III. Requirements for a Complete Meta-Modeling System

A complete model management system should offer meta-modeling capabilities, i.e. the creation and manipulation of meta-models and models with their structural, descriptive and behavioral semantics. Moreover, users need a flexible approach to define the behavior of model elements since it can be expressed with an external program, written with a given programming language, stored outside the database or with a web service. To define more precisely, the requirements for a complete persistent meta-modeling system we propose the following criteria.

1) Capability to express the structural and descriptive semantics of meta-models and models elements.
2) Capability to express the behavioral semantics of meta-models and models elements.
3) Persistence of the structural and descriptive semantics of model elements in a persistent environment, typically in a database.
4) Persistence of the behavioral semantics of model elements in a database.
5) Capability to define the behavioral semantics with a web service, an external program written with various programming language and stored outside the database, and the capability to define the behavioral semantics with both declarative languages (e.g., deductive rules) or procedural languages (e.g., Java or C++)
6) Capability to express constraints definition on meta-models and models elements and check them.

IV. Classic Meta-Modeling Systems (CMMS)

Classic meta-modeling systems are systems that operate in programming environments. They are equipped with a modeling language that supports the creation and the manipulation of models and their instances. This category of modeling systems supports both the definition of the structural semantics of a model and its behavioral semantics. The behavioral semantics can usually be expressed through a programming language (e.g. Java or C++). These systems offer also the possibility to define and check constraints on models.

We propose a classification of classic meta-modeling systems into the following two different categories.

Three-levels systems are systems where the meta-model part is fixed (e.g., Papyrus [5]). These systems support the definition of models with their instances conforming to meta-models supported in the meta-model level.

Four-levels systems. Unlike the two-levels or three-levels systems, this system category is compatible with the MOF [6] architecture where the meta-model part is not frozen (e.g, EMF [7], Kermeta [8]). Therefore, these systems support the creation of new meta-models.

If we want to manage both the meta-model presented in section II with the ontology that instanciate this meta-model and their instances (three levels of modeling), only four-levels systems can be used. We choose to use EMF to implement this example. Figure 2 gives the representation of the structural and descriptive semantics of the meta-model of our example. EMF also offers the possibility to define the behavioral semantics of model elements with the Java programming language. For example, the following operation can be defined to encode that a UnionClass class becomes a super class of the classes it unifies.
public static OWLClass unionOfClasses(List<OWLClass> owlClasses) {
    OWLClass owlClass = new OWLClass();
    owlClass.setUnionOf(owlClasses);
    for (OWLClass oc : owlClasses) {
        oc.addSuperClass(owlClass);
    }
    return owlClass;
}

This example shows that some classic meta-modeling systems supports the definition of structural, descriptive and behavioral semantics of models elements. However, these systems present two limitations. First, the behavioral semantics of model elements can only be defined with a given programming language (e.g., Java for EMF). Yet, these behavioral semantics could also be implemented in external tools. For example, the unionOfClasses operation is implemented in several reasoners such as RACER in Lisp or FACT in C++. Second, these systems do not provide a persistent storage in a database for the three levels of modeling (meta-model, model and instances) with an exploitation language that supports the manipulation of all these levels.

V. PERSISTENT META-MODELING SYSTEMS (PMMS)

By persistent meta-modeling systems we mean databases, named model-based databases (MBDB), dedicated to the storage of meta-models, models and instances and an associated exploitation language that supports the management (create, update, delete and query) of meta-models, models and instances.

A. Model-based databases

Three types of MBDBs architectures have been identified in the literature.

Type1 MBDB (Figure3) stores models and their instances in a single part. For example, Jena [9] uses a triple table to store these two levels of information. In these MBDBs the meta-model is fixed and can not be accessed.

Type2 MBDB (Figure4) separates the representation of the model and instance levels (e.g., Sesame [10], RDFSuite [11], OntoMS [12], SOR [13], DLDB [14]). Indeed, this meta-schema is composed of a set of tables that are used to store models. Another database schema is used to store instances. Thus, this architecture respects the separation of the three modeling levels. Models stored in a MBDBs type2 conform to the meta-model supported by the MBDB. But, in these MBDBs, the meta-schema is fixed but can be accessed.

Type3 MBDB (Figure5) stores explicitly the four modeling levels of the MOF [6] (e.g., OntoDB [15]). This architecture contains three parts: an extensible meta-model part dedicated to store different meta-models, a model part and a data part devoted to store respectively models and their instances. In this MBDB architecture, all the modeling levels can be manipulated.

Up to now, model-based databases only store the structural and descriptive semantics of meta-models and models. They do not take into account the behavioral semantics of models elements. Next subsection addresses the exploitation languages part and presents the associated MBDBs exploitation languages that are used to create and manipulate meta-models, models and instances.

B. MBDBs Exploitation languages

Model-based databases are equipped with exploitation languages to manage meta-models, models and instances. Particularly, these languages support the creation of meta-models and models by defining their structural and descriptive semantics. Some languages provide predefined operators and functions encoded in native languages (e.g. Rondo [2]) to express behavioral semantics of meta-models and models elements, but these operators are in some cases, not powerful enough to express the behavior of model elements. Other languages express the behavior using deduction rules (eg. Datalog [16]). Thus, MBDBs exploitation languages did not follow the evolution of structures and descriptors. Indeed, they do not offer the same capabilities of expressiveness as the one offered by languages of the classic meta-modeling systems, particularly for the definition of the behavioral semantics. Moreover, MBDBs exploitation languages do not offer the capability to define and check constraints on models. They do not support the multi-language aspect to support different programming languages or web services to implement the behavior of a model element. Consequently, MBDBs exploitation languages need to overcome these limitations. Indeed, they should support the expression of behavioral semantics while keeping the flexibility of the implementation. They should as well support the definition of constraints on models. Table I shows the capabilities offered by CMMS and PMMS compared to the criteria identified in section III.

C. The OntoDB/OntoQL persistent meta-modeling system

This subsection presents the OntoDB/OntoQL persistent meta-modeling system on which our approach is based. It
exposes the OntoDB [15] model-based database that supports the storage of meta-models, models and instances in the same database, together with its associated exploitation language OntoQL [17]. Then, we show through our running example the limits of this system concerning the definition of the behavioral semantics of meta-model.

1) The OntoDB model-based database:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meta-Model level (M2)</th>
<th>Meta-model level (M2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entity</td>
<td>Attributes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>OWLClass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>OWLProperty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OWLClass</th>
<th>OWLProperty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Professor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Storing data of different modeling levels in OntoDB MBDB

2) The OntoQL meta-modeling language: Since the whole data of OntoDB are stored in a database, one can think that SQL could be used to manipulate them. In this case, users need to have a deep knowledge of the internal table representation used by OntoDB to encode the three modeling levels. To overcome this limitation, OntoDB is equipped with an exploitation language named OntoQL that hides the internal representations and directly manipulates concepts of different levels. This language can be used to create meta-models, models and instances. The following two OntoQL statements illustrate how the meta-model part of OntoDB is extended with the OWLProperty and OWLClass concepts:

CREATE ENTITY #OWLProperty (#uri STRING); CREATE ENTITY #OWLClass (#uri STRING, #superClasses REF(#Class) ARRAY, #properties REF(#OWLProperty) ARRAY);

After creating the meta-model, we are able to instantiate it. The next statements show an example of the meta-model instantiation.

CREATE #OWLClass Person (name STRING, age INT, sex STRING); CREATE #OWLClass Student UNDER Person (stdtNumber INT); CREATE #OWLClass Professor UNDER Person (ProfNumber INT);

Models instances can be defined by simple SQL statements as it is presented below:

INSERT INTO Professor VALUES ('tata', 'F', 30, 'PR345'); INSERT INTO Student VALUES ('toto', 'M', 20, 'ST567');

The first two statements define the meta-model. The entity OWLClass is defined with an uri and the classes it extends superClasses (references to other classes). The entity OWLProperty has also an uri and is linked to classes it describes. In these queries, the names of entities and descriptions of entities are prefixed by the character #. Indeed, the meta-model level of OntoDB can be extended and modified and thus this level of information is not encoded as keywords of the OntoQL language. The next three statements define the different classes of our example with their properties using the CREATE #OWLClass clause. A class is defined as a subclass of an other one using the keyword UNDER. Finally, the last two statements define

are stored in relational tables of OntoDB thanks to the services offered by the meta-model part. In the example of Figure 6, three modeling levels are represented. The meta-model level defines two entities: OWLClass and OWLProperty. OWLClass is the abstract description of one or many similar objects. Classes are organized in a hierarchy linked by an inheritance relationship (superClasses). OWLProperty describes properties of a class. The model level defines the Person, Student and Professor classes with various properties as instances of the meta-model previously defined. Finally, the instance level defines instances of the Student and Professor classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMMS</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMMS</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I LIMITATION OF EXISTING MMS ACCORDING TO OUR CRITERIA

OntoDB is an operational type3 MBDB whose architecture is divided into four parts as illustrated in Figure 6. The first part is the traditional part available in all DBMS, namely the system catalog. It contains the system tables used to manage all the data contained in the database. The other parts of the OntoDB architecture represent different levels of abstraction of information: meta-model, model and instance levels. In the repository, data related to the different levels of information
instances of our classes using an INSERT INTO syntax similar to the one of SQL. Figure 7 shows how data of the different modeling levels are represented in the OntoDB MBDB. Notice that OntoDB separates the four modeling levels of the MOF architecture and only the meta meta-model level is frozen.

D. Limitation of the OntoQL/OntoDB meta-modeling system

As shown in the previous section, OntoQL can be used to create meta-models, models and instances and store them in OntoDB. However, we only saw that OntoQL can express the structural semantics of models and meta-models elements. Let us consider, for example, the UnionClass constructor. It supports the definition of a class as a union of other classes. Using this constructor, a class called SchoolMember could be defined as the union of the Professor and Student classes of our example. The OntoQL statement to extend the meta-model with this new constructor is:

```
CREATE ENTITY #UnionClass UNDER #OWLClass (#unionOf
REF(#OWLClass) ARRAY);
```

This OntoQL statement states that the structure of this constructor (i.e., an UnionClass is defined by a set of classes). However, we cannot state within this statement nor within any other OntoQL statement that the resulting class of the union operation becomes a super class of classes that it unifies, and the instances of an UnionClass can be computed as the union of the instances of the classes \( \text{Instances}(C) = \text{Instances}(C1) \cup \text{Instances}(C2) \) used in its definition. Thus, OntoQL can not define the behavioral semantics of meta-models and models elements. This semantics could be defined by operations, like functions or procedures, and implemented with web services or external programs stored inside or outside the OntoDB database. The former is already available in some database systems but the later is still not available. For example, we should be allowed to define the semantics of the \text{unionOfClasses} operator through a statement such as:

```
CREATE UnionClass SchoolMember
    AS unionOfClasses (Professor, Student);
```

Where \text{unionOfClasses} is an operation for which the implementation could be internal/external procedures or web service invocation. Therefore, extending OntoQL to support web services, procedures, functions triggering and constraints checking will make it possible to offer the definition of the behavioral semantics of model elements. Offering such a capability is the main objective of our thesis.

VI. RESEARCH AGENDA

A. Objectives

We have seen that persistent meta-modeling systems do not support the dynamic definition and storage of behavioral semantics and the definition and checking of constraints. These systems should therefore be extended to be as complete as classic four-levels meta-modeling systems. Indeed, MBDBs should provide structures to store information about behavioral semantics and constraints, and their associated exploitation languages should be extended to hold the expression of constraints and behavior with procedural and multi-language aspects. This extension will complement type3 MBDBs architecture and their associated exploitation languages. Consequently, we will be able to process models and achieve operations like model transformations, data integration, migration of instances in persistent environment while ensuring scalability, etc. The objective of our work is to be able to define and store the behavioral semantics of models elements and implement it with any language (Java, C++, etc) in order to exploit the power of different languages. Operations expressing the behavior of a concept may be defined and stored either inside the database (as internal programs written in a procedural language like PL/SQL), or outside the database by associating a web service as behavior or an external program.

B. Extending persistent meta-modeling systems

To fulfill the objectives previously presented, our research agenda is organized in the following way. The first part of our agenda is divided into two steps. First step consists on extending the meta-meta-model part of MBDB to allow the storage of behavior. Second step consists on extending the exploitation language meta-model with a behavior meta-model supporting the creation and the invocation of operations, and constraints definition and checking. Once the previous steps are achieved, the second part of our research agenda consists in freezing the syntax of our extension of the exploitation language, implementing it and proposing a case study with a significant amount of data in order to validate our work and show the differences between classic systems and our persistent meta-modeling system.

C. Prototyping

Currently, the first steps are already experimented. Indeed, we have already demonstrated on the OntoDB/OntoQL system the feasibility of our proposed approach using a set of OntoQL statements using web service implementation and external Java function. We are currently formalizing our proposal before moving to the second part. We overview the first steps we have followed.

1) Extending OntoDB:

We have extended OntoDB architecture with the entity Operation at the meta model-meta level. This extension allows us to store information about concepts behaviors (operations names, input types, output types) and their implementations details like a web service location, the operation name of the service to invoke, the location of a JAVA function, etc. Figure 8 shows the new entity (Operation) added at the meta model-meta level of the OntoDB MBDB.

2) Extending OntoQL: We have extended the OntoQL exploitation language with the support of operation creation. The following statement shows an example of creating an
operation with OntoQL.

CREATE OPERATION UnionOfClasses
INPUTS REF(#OWLClass) ARRAY
OUTPUT REF(#OWLClass);

We are currently working on extending OntoQL to integrate the support of operations invocations in OntoQL statements to exploit operations defined. In this direction, we are setting up an application programming interface (API) (Figure 9) that interacts with the external world (web services and external programs). This API will overcome problems of mapping data types defined in the OntoDB/OntoQL system and data types used in the external implementations. It will establish data type correspondences between those defined in our systems and those defined in the external environment. The API will also define a format for data exchange.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have introduced our work on metamodeling systems. Our objective is to design a complete metamodeling system that (1) manages all data in a database to get benefits from the properties of databases (2) and is able to define the dynamic semantics of model elements through procedural components. Our research agenda consists in defining different meta-models to support a wide range of procedural components that can be defined inside or outside the repository with different programming languages. Since these procedural components can be applied on stored models, our proposed extension could be used to perform model transformations in databases and thus to transform a big amount of data. As a perspective of this work, we expect to apply our approach to manage models in databases like in classic systems. Indeed, we expect to apply our approach to perform model transformations inside a MBDB.
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